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VENUS AND EARTH: MORPHOSTRUCTURAL COMPARISON AND ENDOGE- 
NETIC IMPLICATIONS. V.J. Finn and V.R. Baker, Department of Geosciences, University 
of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721 

The style of Venusian tectonic deformation and its origin comprise one of the outstanding 
questions in planetary science [1,2]. Does Venus have structures corresponding to plate bound- 
aries on Earth [3], or does it display a tectonism different from that theorized from the perspective 
of the plate-tectonic paradigm? Before transfening theories of Earth tectonism to Venus, let us be 
certain that the same assemblages of tectonic landforms occur on both planet. 

Morphostructural analysis [4] provides a megageomorphological basis for comparison of 
Earth and Venus. On both planets numerous oval, circular, and linear morphostructures occur in 
hierarchical arrangement. By analogy to terrestrial concentric morphostructures we interpreted 
the topography of Ishtar Terra as a combination of planetary scale concentric uplifts [5]. Another 
interesting comparison is that of the Malaysian terrestrial morphostructure (Fig. 1A) and Artemis 
Terra (Fig. 1B). The latter is approximately half the diameter of the former. Lnteresting points of 
comparison include the following: marginal arcuate troughs, interior radial concentric features of 
smaller scale than the primary form, broad swales and domes that follow the planimetric pattern 
of the concentric morphostructures, and graben or fracture zones responding to the regional 
pattern of undulating megatopography. 

Global-scale anomalies of seismic wave velocities in the mantle [6,7,8] and magnetic 
anomalies of the core-mantle boundary [9] show interesting correlations to Earth's concentric 
megageomorphological structures. We hypothesize that endogenetic processes, probably large- 
scale diapiric rises through the planetary mantles, result in thermal and/or density inhomo- 
geneities that generate the anomalies. The diapiric rises transfer rock, fluids, gas, and heat from 
the core-mantle boundary to the base of the lithosphere. Megaconcentric structures form when 
these rises induce lithospheric expansion, producing broad epeirogenetic domes and swales that 
evolve through geological time. Important differences between Earth and Venus include litho- 
spheric thicknesses, heat flow, and effects of denudationlsedimentation. 

Experimental studies of diapiric buoyant fluid rising toward a rigid horizontal boundary, 
modeling the ascent of hot plumes to the base of a planetary lithosphere [lo], indicate possible 
explanations for the observed morphostructural phenomena. Instabilities in the rising plume head 
may explain the breakup of the interior of Artemis Terra (Fig. 1B) into subplateaux [I I]. More- 
over, the arcuate trough surrounding the structure (Arternis Chasma) can be explained as a graben 
produced by ring instability observed in the plume-modeling experiments [lo]. This hypothesis 
needs to be compared to that proposing trench development on an Earth-like plate boundary [3]. 

Morphostructural analysis provides an approach to comparative solid-surface planetology 
that complements that of Earth analogies based on plate tectonics or small-scale hot spot studies. 
Further exploration with this technique can provide a new window on the long-term endogenetic 
processes that shape planetary surfaces [12]. 
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Fig. 1. Morphostructural interpretations of Earth and Venus concentric megageomorphological 
structures. A. Topography of southeastern Asia. Black - land. Gray - shelf and oceanic plat- 
forms. White - ocean floor. B. Morphostructural map of Malaysian megageomorphological 
structure centered in the south Philippines and Sula Sea. C. Magellan SAR imagery of Arternis 
Terra. 
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